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CONFERENCE PROCEDURE

June 1, 2020
Acquaintance with scientific and technical developments and publications of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University, material and technical base of the university and ESIC Ukrainian scientific-educational consortium

June 2, 2020

9:00 – 10:00  REGISTRATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS  (*hall of the educational building No. 2*)
10:00 – 13:00  PLENARY SESSION  (*educational building No. 2, room 2220*)
14:00 – 16:30  SECTIONS  (*educational building No. 5*)

**Section 1.** Problems and innovative directions of management and marketing development of agricultural units in Ukraine (*room 541*). **Section 2.** Economic and environmental aspects of renewable energy development, energy efficiency and biotechnology (*room 2220*). **Section 3.** Legal support for reforming the socio-economic sphere in the context of innovative development (*room 531*).

16:30 – 17:00  SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE  (*educational building No. 5, room No. 533*).

ORDER

PLENARY SESSION REPORT  10 minutes
SECTIONS REPORT  5 minutes
DISCUSSIONS  3 minutes
PLENARY SESSION

10:00 – 13:00

(educational building No. 2, room 2220)

10:00 – 10:10 GREETINGS TO THE CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS
Grygorii KALETNIK, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Professor, Academician of Ukrainian NAAS, president of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University, president of ESIC Ukrainian scientific-educational consortium
Viktor MAZUR, Candidate of Agricultural Sciences, Professor, rector of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

10:10 – 10:20 «Biogas production in the agricultural sector is a way to increase energy security and soil fertility»
Inna Honcharuk, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor, Vice-Rector for Research and Innovation of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

10:20 – 10:30 «Economic security of the agricultural sector in modern conditions»
Grygorii ZABOLOTNYI, Candidate of Agricultural Sciences, Professor of Department of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

10:30 – 10:40 «Economic and social consequences of the global COVID-19 pandemic for the domestic agricultural sector»
Olha KhODAKIVSKA, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Deputy Director for Research and Design of National scientific center «Institute of national economy»

10:40 – 10:50 «Estimation of effective use of agricultural lands in Ukraine»
Liudmyla PRONKO, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor, Dean of Management and Law Department of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

10:50 – 11:00 «The role of marketing strategies in agricultural business»
Jusuf Zekiri, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Business and Economics Faculty of South East European University, Macedonia

11:00 – 11:10 «Public and private partnership in the field of ecological modernization of the ecological safety system»
Svitlana LUTKOVSKA, Candidate of Pedagogical Sciences, Vice-Rector for Research and Teaching, European Integration and International Affairs of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

11:10 – 11:20 «Energy efficiency interventions in 10 MSME sector of India and evolution of revolving fund mechanism»
Ayan GANGULY, senior technical expert
Energy Efficiency Service of the Ministry of Energy of India

11:20 – 11:30 «The main aspects of the functioning of the agricultural sector of Vinnytsia region»
Nataliia KÖZULIAK, head of the department for forecasting the development of agro-industrial complex and livestock production
Department of Agro-Industrial Development, Ecology and Natural Resources of Vinnytsia Regional State Administration
11:30 – 11:40 «Management of innovative activity of agro-industrial enterprises»
Kateryna MAZUR, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor, head of the Agricultural Management Department of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

11:40 – 11:50 «Legal conflicts in the field of legal regulation of pedagogical creativity as an obstacle to the development of innovation orientation of Ukrainian society»
Natalia OPOLSKA, Candidate of Law Sciences, Associate Professor, head of the Law Department of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

11:50 – 12:00 «Marketing potential of innovation in the oil and fat subcomplex: market condition, value creation, competitiveness»
Vitalii LUTSIAK, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor, head of the Marketing and Agribusiness Department of Vinnytsia National Agrarian University

12:00 – 12:10 «Innovative methods of privatization of state property»
Victor Semenenko, First Deputy Head of the Regional Department of the State Property Fund of Ukraine in Vinnytsia and Khmelnytskyi regions

12:10 – 12:20 «Export activity of agricultural enterprises in the aspect of currency risk hedging and tax planning»
Yurii KRAVCHUK, Commercial Director of Agrograd B LLC

12:20 – 12:30 «Police reform based on a community-based approach»
Serhii MELNYK, Head of the Preventive Activities Department of the Main Directorate of the National Police of Vinnytsia Region

12:30 – 12:40 «Reforming the system of free legal aid, simplifying access to justice in Ukraine»
Maryna LUKIIANOVA, Director of the Regional Center for Free Secondary Legal Aid in Vinnytsia Oblast

12:40 – 12:50 «Improving the efficiency management system of the enterprise»
Natalia VERNIUK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor, Dean of Management Department of Uman National University of Horticulture

12:50 – 13:00 «The importance of scientific and practical researches in agrarian business»
Ralf SCHLAUDERER, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Professor of University of Applied Sciences Weihenstephan – Triesdorf
SECTION 1
PROBLEMS AND INNOVATIVE DIRECTIONS OF MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL UNITS IN UKRAINE
(VNAU, educational building No. 5, room 541)

**Head:** Serhii BEREZIUK – Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

**Secretary:** Roman Lohosha – Doctor of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Agricultural Management Department of VNAU

14:00 – 14:05  «Features of innovative strategies for the development of enterprises of the vegetable subcomplex»
Roman Lohosha, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Agricultural Management Department VNAU

14:05 – 14:10  «Development of an integrated reporting system for agricultural enterprises in Ukraine»
Serhii KHOMOVYI, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Accounting and Taxation Department of Billa Tserkva National Agrarian University

14:10 – 14:15  «Innovative component of export potential of agro-industrial enterprises»
Zhanna HARBAR, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Professor of Agricultural Management Department of VNAU

14:15 – 14:20  «Factors of formation of intellectual potential of regional economic clusters»
Svitlana BILOUS, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Department of Management and Economic Security, Cherkasy National University named after Bohdan Khmelnytsky

14:20 – 14:25  «Competence of the head and criteria of its identification in the united territorial communities»
Volodymyr ROSSOKHA, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Professor of Department of Marketing and Business Management, National University "Kyiv-Mohyla Academy"

14:30 – 14:35  «Marketing information system as an infrastructural component of the feed market of Ukraine»
Olha KRAVCHUK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, senior researcher of the laboratory of economic research and marketing of the Institute of Feed and Agriculture of Podillya NAAS of Ukraine

14:35 – 14:40  «Human resource management of enterprises on the basis of coaching»
Maryna NAHARA, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of International Tourism and Hotel Business of Ternopil National Economic University

14:45 – 14:50  «Current trends in agricultural holdings innovation»
Maryna Semenenko, Deputy General Director for Logistics of Couste Trading and Logistics LLC
14:50 – 14:55  «Features of budget management of united territorial communities and their specific tasks in modern conditions»  
Tetiana KOLESNYK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Department of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

14:55 – 15:00  «Features of profit formation at agricultural enterprises»  
Oksana KUBAI, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Agricultural Management Department of VNAU

15:00 – 15:05  «Features of GRI standards as the basis of the report on sustainable development of agricultural enterprises»  
Yuliia HERASYMENKO, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Agricultural Management Department of VNAU

15:05 – 15:10  «The current state and features of corruption in the agro-industrial complex of Ukraine»  
Nataliia YAREMCHUK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Senior Lecturer of the Department of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

15:10 – 15:15  «Features of marketing strategy for the development of agricultural enterprises»  
Inna KOTKALOVA-LYTVYN, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Marketing and Agribusiness Department of VNAU

15:15 – 15:20  «Features of innovative marketing in Ukraine»  
Olena KRASNIAK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Marketing and Agribusiness Department VNAU

15:20 – 15:25  «Problems of formation of social and consumer standards in Ukraine»  
Serhii BEREZIUK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

15:25 – 15:30  «Improving the organization of marketing in the management of small businesses»  
Svitlana Savina, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Marketing and Agribusiness Department of VNAU

15:30 – 15:35  «Methods for evaluating the effectiveness of enterprise marketing management»  
Serhii AMONS, Candidate of Agricultural Sciences, Associate Professor of Marketing and Agribusiness Department of VNAU

15:35 – 15:40  «The essence and features of state regulation of rural development»  
Vasyl BALDYNIUUK, Candidate of Science in Public Administration, Associate Professor of the Department of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

15:40 – 15:45  «Prospects for the development of small processing enterprises in the agro-industrial complex of Ukraine»  
Yaroslav HONTARUK, assistant of Agricultural Management Department of VNAU

15:45 – 15:50  «Adaptability of marketing and logistics systems of agrarian business entities»  
Olha HORDIICHUK, teacher of special disciplines of Nemyriv College of Construction, Economics and Design of VNAU
15:50 – 15:55 «Problems and directions of management development in the activity of enterprises»
Svitlana Trach, teacher of accounting and economic disciplines of Cherniatyn college of VNAU

15:55 – 16:00 «Features of personnel policy of LLC "Vinnytsia Poultry Farm" PJSC as a tool for human resources management»
Olena Loburenko, teacher of economic disciplines of Ladyzhyn college of VNAU

16:00 – 16:05 «Directions of innovative activity in the baking and confectionery industry of Ukraine»
Nataliia VILCHYNSKA, teacher of economic disciplines of College of Technology and Engineering of VNAU

16:05 – 16:10 «Research of communication support of innovative activity marketing»
Valentyna Nechypurenko, teacher of special disciplines of Nemyriv College of Construction, Economics and Design VNAU

16:10 – 16:15 «Efficiency of farms functioning in Ukraine»
Anna REVKOVA, postgraduate of VNAU

16:15 – 16:20 «Influence of branch features of agricultural formations on maintenance of effective management and economic efficiency»
Yuliia OKHOTA, postgraduate of VNAU

16:20 – 16:25 «Features of leasing as a tool for innovative development of agricultural enterprises»
Karina MAIBORODIUK, postgraduate of VNAU

16:25 – 16:30 «Determining the factors influencing the innovative development of the crop industry of Ukraine»
Anna KVATERNIUK, postgraduate of VNAU
SECTION 2

ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT, ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
(VNAU, educational building No. 2, room 2220)

Head: Dina TOKARCHUK – Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

Secretary: Natalia PRYSHLIACK – Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

14:00–14:05 «Socio-economic and environmental importance of biofuel production and consumption»
Natalia PRYSHLIACK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

14:05–14:10 «Effective organization of the use of organic waste of agricultural enterprises: economic and environmental aspects»
Dina TOKARCHUK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

14:10–14:15 «Efficiency of optimized technology of switchgrass biomass production»
Maksym KULYK, Doctor of Agricultural Sciences, Associate Professor of Department of Breeding, Seed Production and Genetics of Poltava State Agrarian Academy

14:15–14:20 «Economic and environmental aspects of the development of renewable energy, energy efficiency and biotechnology»
Suleiman AUDU, Postgraduate Student, Department of Urban Water Supply and Water Treatment, specializing in Sanitary Engineering, IHE Delft Institute for Water Education, Netherlands

14:20–14:25 «Status and prospects of the bioethanol market in the United States»
David HOMOL, engineer-technologist of the plant for the production of bioethanol, Valero Renewables, US

14:25–14:30 «Perceived indoor air quality in a university library»
Morantes Kintana Gioberti Raoul, postgraduate student in sustainable energy technology, University of Nottingham, UK

14:30–14:35 «Current trends in the development of renewable energy in Ukraine and the world»
Olena Skoruk, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

14:35–14:40 «Modern energy efficient technologies of agro-industrial complex»
Iryna Phurman, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU
14:40 – 14:45 «Prospects for the use of biogas technologies to ensure energy autonomy of agricultural enterprises»
Yanna PALAMARENKO, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Economics Department of VNAU

14:45 – 14:50 «Rationalization of the use of organic livestock waste as a determinant of increasing the efficiency of agricultural production»
Ivan ZUBAR, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

14:50 – 14:55 «Economic and energy assessment of the efficiency of cultivation and use of bioenergy crops»
Yuliia ONYSHCHUK, Candidate of Economic Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

14:55 – 15:00 «Prospects for the development of agro-industrial parks in Ukraine»
Vadym KRYCHKOVSKYI, Director of LLC "Organic-D"

15:00 – 15:05 «Organization of the internal marketing system of agricultural enterprises for biodiesel production»
Iryna SEMCHUK, Deputy Director for Academic Affairs of College of Technology and Engineering of VNAU, assistant of the Department of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

15:05 – 15:10 «Evaluation of the effectiveness of innovation and investment activities in the production of alternative energy sources»
Olha BABYNA, assistant of Agricultural Management Department of VNAU

15:10 – 15:15 «Energy saving technologies in vegetable growing»
Anna SHEVCHUK, assistant of Administrative Management and Alternative Energy Sources of VNAU

15:15 – 15:20 «Theoretical bases of effective functioning of energy independent rural territories»
Daryna KOSTIUCHENKO, postgraduate of VNAU

15:20 – 15:25 «Development of agrovoltaics as a component of increasing the use of agricultural land»
Bohdan LAKOMSKYI, postgraduate of VNAU
SECTION 3
LEGAL SUPPORT FOR REFORMING THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SPHERE IN THE CONTEXT OF INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT
(VNAU, educational building No. 5, room 531)

Head: Natalia OPOLSKA – Candidate of Law Sciences, Associate Professor, head of Law department of VNAU

Secretary: Tamila MANHORA – Candidate of Law Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Law department of VNAU

14:00 – 14:05 «Formation of legal bases of national-cultural identity of youth in the conditions of social and economic challenges of modern Ukraine»
Bohdan ANDRUSYSHYN, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor, Dean of the Faculty of Political Science and Law of National Pedagogical Drahomanov University

14:05 – 14:10 «Features of state regulation of natural monopolies in a crisis»
Iryna SVITLAK, Candidate of Law Sciences, Associate Professor, Head of the Department of Legal Regulation of Economics and Jurisprudence of Vinnytsia Educational and Scientific Institute of Economics of Ternopil National Economic University

14:10 – 14:15 «Changes in the legal status of public associations under the conditions of transformation of Ukrainian society (1985-1991)»
Kostiantyn LEVCHUK, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor, Head of the Department of History of Ukraine and Philosophy of VNAU

14:15 – 14:20 «Introduction of the "Electronic Court" project in the judicial system of Ukraine, its features and prospects»
Yurii YAREMCHUK, Candidate of Law Sciences, Judge of the Commercial Court of Vinnytsia region

14:20 – 14:25 «Identification and registration of farm animals: economic and legal aspect of state regulation in the context of innovative development»
Andrii PRAVDIUK, Candidate of Law Sciences, Associate Professor of Law Department of VNAU

14:25 – 14:30 «Ecological and legal bases of production of veterinary drugs in the context of innovative development»
Tetiana OVERKOVSKA, Candidate of Law Sciences, Associate Professor of Law Department of VNAU

14:30 – 14:35 «Problems of legal regulation of economic activity in the conditions of quarantine»
Tamila MANHORA, Candidate of Law Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Law department of VNAU

14:35 – 14:40 «Socio-economic and legal aspects of the Stolypin agrarian reform »
SVITLANA BOHATCHUK, Candidate of Historical Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of History of Ukraine and Philosophy of VNAU

14:40 – 14:45 «Problems of legal regulation of marriage certificate: legislative innovations»
Olena HAVINSKA, Candidate of Law Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Law department of VNAU
14:45 – 14:50 «Political and legal aspects of the legitimacy of political power»
SLOTIUK Petro, Candidate of Historical Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of History of Ukraine and Philosophy of VNAU

14:50 – 14:55 «Legal regulation of gender equality at the labor market in the context of innovative development»
Tetiana PIKOVSKA, Candidate of Historical Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Law Department of VNAU

14:55 – 15:00 «An innovative approach to understanding the social composition of offenders in the Podolsk province in the mid-19th century»
Yurii BOIKO, Candidate of Historical Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of History of Ukraine and Philosophy of VNAU

15:00 – 15:05 «Problems of judicial reform in the field of intellectual property protection in Ukraine»
Olha MOROZOVA, Candidate of Law Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Law Department of VNAU

15:05 – 15:10 «Bankruptcy Code of Ukraine: new prospects and opportunities, shortcomings in practical work in terms of innovative development»
Tetiana DMYTRYSHYNA, Candidate of Law Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Law Department of VNAU

15:10 – 15:15 «Worldview and culturological aspects of the formation of social and personal competencies of legal professionals in terms of innovative development»
Anatolii YAROVYI, Candidate of Philosophical Sciences, Associate Professor of the Department of History of Ukraine and Philosophy of VNAU

Nataliia CHERNYSCHCHUK, Candidate of Historical Sciences, Senior Lecturer of Law Department of VNAU

15:20 – 15:25 «The idea of natural law as a prerequisite for educational rationality of innovative development»
Zoryslav MAKAROV, Candidate of Philosophical Sciences, Senior Lecturer at the Department of History of Ukraine and Philosophy of VNAU

15:25 – 15:30 «Formation and development of the codification process: general theoretical and scientific aspects»
Andrii DZEVELIUK, Candidate of Law Sciences, Associate Professor of Law Department of VNAU

15:30 – 15:35 «Political and legal aspects of protection of the rights of national minorities in Ukraine in the context of innovative development of statehood»
Valentyn MUKHANOV, Candidate of Historical Sciences, Senior Lecturer at the Department of History of Ukraine and Philosophy of VNAU

15:35 – 15:40 «Interdisciplinary aspects of interaction between legislators, economists and sociologists, in the context of achieving sustainable development goals»
OLEH CHORNYI, candidate of philosophical sciences, doctoral student of VNAU

15:40 – 15:45 «Legal assessment of the Vinnytsia tragedy of 1937-1938 in the
context of innovative development of the state »
Dmytro KOVALOV, assistant of Law department of VNAU

15:45 – 15:50 «Socio-economic conditionality of reforming the system of combating domestic violence»
Iryna LEVYTSKA, assistant of Law department of VNAU

15:50 – 15:55 «Correlation between the concepts of commercial concession and franchising in terms of innovative development»
Valeriia RUMIANTSEVA, assistant of Law department of VNAU

15:55 – 16:00 «Legal restriction of hate speech as a guarantee of security of the Ukrainian information space»
Anna BABOI, assistant of Law department of VNAU

16:00 – 16:05 «Problems of reforming the judicial system in Ukraine at the present stage»
Serhii KOLOS, senior lecturer of Law department of VNAU

16:05 – 16:10 «Freedom of expression on the Internet in the context of innovative development and the problem of its implementation in Ukraine»
Vladyslav BABOI, assistant of law department of VNAU

16:10 – 16:15 «Problematic aspects of normative-legal regulation of innovation activity in Ukraine»
Yuliia ALBERTOVYCH, teacher of the cycle commission of legal disciplines of College of Technology and Engineering VNAU

16:15 – 16:20 «Reforming labor legislation in terms of innovative development»
Valentyna MRUK, teacher of the cycle commission of legal disciplines of College of Technology and Engineering VNAU

16:20 – 16:25 «Problems of using a constitutional complaint as a means of protecting human rights »
Taisa TOMLIAK, assistant of law department of VNAU

16:25 – 16:30 «Problems of legal regulation of youth employment in the conditions of innovative development of Ukraine»
Olena RUDZ, teacher of the cycle commission of legal disciplines, Deputy Director for Educational Work of College of Technology and Engineering of VNAU